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Operating lease, a fantastic 
alternative to sales

The advantages at a glance:

The competition never 
sleeps. Those who wish 
to remain in the mar-
ket must invest in their 
company’s infrastruc-
ture. The question is: is 
it worth buying? With 
Zep’s Leasing offer, the 
answer is simple. In fact, the purchase of equipment involves 
capital that would often be more useful for investments in 
development strategies, personnel or real estate.

Independence
You won’t use up your bank’s credit line or your 
bank balance, but will leave liquid assets for further 
investments. No fixed asset ownership.

Planning security
Purchase costs will be spread over the duration of use 
and fees will be paid with the money saved during or 
through the use of the equipment. The entire amount 
will be paid during the period of use.

Always in step with the times
Use equipment that is always state-of-the-art, capital 
will not be tied up in equipment that devalues rapidly 
and maintenance costs will be kept under control.

Support
A team of professionals will be at your side to identify 
the best solution for your business and take care of 
administrative matters. No fixed asset management.
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BIOPOWER CLEANER CONCENTRATE
Concentrated cleaning solution. A concentrated 
solution that can be diluted to 20% for a lower usage 
cost.

BIOPOWER CLEANER
Ready to use cleaning solution. Specific sur-
factant-based aqueous solution, non-toxic and 
non-flammable. 

The Biopower System range: 
the optimal maintenance solution for your company

BIOPOWER TABS
Concentrated microorganism tabs. Microorga-
nism concentrate that ensures the continuous ef-
fectiveness of the detergent bath.

SAFETY FOR OPERATORS 
Absence of solvents creates optimum conditions 
for maximum hygiene and safety

ENVIRONMENT 
Minimises waste and contributes to environmental 
protection.

GUARANTEE 
Guaranteed cost and consumption control. No 
need for frequent changes of the detergent bath, 
thanks to the maintenance activity of microorga-
nisms. 

BIOPOWER SYSTEM EFFECTIVE ECO-FRIENDLY

A whole range of Biopower System solutions provides 
a solution for all washing requirements. The stainless 
steel or polyethylene structure accommodates washing 
solutions of up to 100 litres, maximum dimensions of 
160 x 70 cm and a load capacity of up to 200 kg.

BIOPOWER RANGE

Biopower System is a solution developed in accordan-
ce with the highest quality standards for materials and 
structural strength, the ideal system for professional 
washing of metal parts.

RELIABILITY

Removes stubborn dirt at an operating temperature 
of 38°C. It can be used with a spray, brush or by im-
mersion. The efficiency of the washing solution is kept 
constant by the activity of the microorganisms in the 
solution, which break down dirt and prolong the life of 
the detergent. 

EFFECTIVENESS

WEBSITE
Installation, maintenance 

and FAQ in a website 
completely dedicated 

to the partswasher. 

 Surf there 
using a QR

 code reader 
on your smartphone


